Vision of EPRM

Create better social and economic conditions for mine workers and local mining communities.

The EPRM aims to do this by increasing the number of mines that adopt responsible mining practices in CAHRA's and potentially contribute to conflict and risk reduction.
EPRM is a public private partnership between:

- Governments
- Supply chain actors
- Non-Governmental Organisations
EPRM Strategy

A. Memberships and Partnerships strategy
   The EPRM will increase the number of members and engage with prioritized partner organizations by defining a strategic engagement plan.

B. Due diligence capacity building
   EPRM will facilitate capacity building for due diligence and cross-sector learning between upstream and downstream actors by raising awareness and providing guidance on responsible sourcing to SMEs and companies.

C. Support miners to adopt responsible practices
   Support projects through call for proposals and other ways of strategic financing and facilitate linkages between partners along the supply chain.
EPRM’s members per pillar

Supply chain actors:
- HP
- Samsung
- NXP
- Fairphone
- India MIM
- Signify
- Umicore
- Valcambi
- Tata Steel
- Drive Sustainability
- Intel

Civil society organisations:
- Diakonia
- Impact
- Global Communities Partners for Good
- Cordaid
- Alliance for Responsible Mining

Governments:
- Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands
- Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development
EPRM’s working groups

Strategic financing

Knowledge portal

Monitoring and evaluation
Current EPRM’s project locations

- **Colombia (Gold)**
  - CAPAZ project

- **Democratic Republic of Congo (Gold)**
  - Incident Reporting and Monitoring Gold in DRC

- **Kenya (Gold)**
  - Responsible Kenyan Gold project

- **Rwanda (Tungsten)**
  - Sustainblock

- **Democratic Republic of Congo (Gold)**
  - The Artisanal Mining Women’s Empowerment Credit & Savings project

- **Indonesia (Tin)**
  - Tin Working Group
EPRM Projects

Seven Current Projects

• CAPAZ – Establishing the CRAFT Gold Standard in Colombia
• Incident Reporting and Monitoring of Gold in DRC - Open source register of mine site incidents
• Responsible Kenyan Gold – improving working conditions and incomes for miners
• Indonesia Tin Working Group – Mitigating the sustainability challenges of smelting and mining
• The Artisanal Mining Womens' Empowerment Credit and Savings – providing financial literacy and credit (Gold mining in DRC)
• Blockchain-based traceability and data reporting system – tracking providence of minerals in Rwanda using Tungsten as the pilot
What can the EPRM do for you?

**Access** to one of the most active and respected initiatives in the responsible sourcing field.

**Knowledge, expertise and contacts** – wide membership and growing

**Support upstream and downstream** – whole of supply chain approach

Mechanism to administer and oversee **projects** directly in CAHRAs
EPRM Contact Details

Annie McGee, Head Responsible Business Team, Foreign and Commonwealth Office

✉️ Annie.McGee@fco.gov.uk
📞 +44 (0)20 7008 2492

Lia Suguimoto Magor (and Louise Fox, Job-share), Responsible Sourcing Policy, Foreign and Commonwealth Office

✉️ suguimotomagor.fox@fco.gov.uk
📞 +44 (0)20 7008 2138

Google search – ‘EPRM’ – 1st hit
(https://europeanpartnership-responsibleminerals.eu/)
✉️ EPRM@rvo.nl (Secretariat)